Frequently Asked Question on the Minor in Bioprocessing Technology

Question 1  Is there an entry requirement?
Answer  No. The Minor in Bioprocessing Technology is open to all students in NTU except Division of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering students.

Question 2  Can the School help me if there are clashes in the time-table?
Answer  It is the responsibility of the students to plan and ensure that all the subjects they intend to take do not clash.

Question 3  What if I take the Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering subjects and find that I am unable to complete the requirements for the Minor?
Answer  All the Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering subjects you take can be counted towards your general electives.

Question 4  Do I need to have strong background in mathematics for enrolling in the minor?
Answer  Although advanced mathematics is not a prerequisite for the minor, students with good knowledge in calculus and algebra will find it helpful in coping with most subjects of the minor.